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BUSINESS & ECONOMY
Vadodara Municipal Corporation To Launch Municipal Bonds In January
Vadodara Municipal Corporation (VMC) is expected to launch municipal bonds in
January 2021. Municipal bonds are a debt instrument in which investors provide
loans to local governments.
Highlights:
In this way, it will become the third Urban Local Body (ULB) in Gujarat to use
this method to raise money to fund development work approved under the Atal
Mission for Rejuvenation and Urban Transformation (AMRUT).
It has sought approval from the state government.
Ahmedabad is the first city in South Asia to issue a municipal bond of Rs 1 billion
in 1998.
The Surat Municipal Corporation is the second city in Gujarat to announce the
issuance of bonds in 2018
Municipal bonds are a debt instrument in which investors provide loans to local
governments.
They are issued by private groups for specific projects, usually for a period of ten
years.
ULB pays investors the annual interest of the bond at a determined interest rate.
The difference between bank loans and municipal bonds is that any institution can
guarantee bonds only if the credit rating is good.
Benefits: Bonds help raise funds from the stock market. Compared with loans from
a single bank, this also increases the number of investors available to private
groups.
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INTERNATIONAL
IND-INDO CORPAT Between Both The Navies
The 35th edition of the India-Indonesia Coordinated Patrol (IND-INDO CORPAT).
IND-INDO CORPAT is being carried out between the navies of India and
Indonesia.
IND-INDO CORPAT:
In order to strengthen maritime ties, the two navies have been implementing
CORPAT along their International Maritime Boundary Line since 2002, with the
purpose of ensuring the safety and security of shipping and international trade in
the region. CORPAT establishes understanding and interoperability between navies
and promotes measures to prevent and stop Illegal Unreported Unregulated (IUU)
fishing, drug trafficking, maritime terrorism, armed robbery and piracy. The Indian
Navy Ship (INS) Kulish and the P8I Maritime Patrol Aircraft (MPA) participated in
the CORPAT. INS Kulish is an indigenous missile corvette.
History:
As part of the GOI - Government of India's vision of SAGAR (Safety and Growth
for All in the Region), the Indian Navy has been actively cooperating with
countries in the Indian Ocean region to coordinate patrols, surveillance in the
Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ), pass exercises, and bilateral/multilateral
cooperation exercises to strengthen Regional maritime security.

GalSafe Pigs approved by Food and Drug Administration
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recently approved the first
intentional genomic alteration (IGA) of a series of domestic pigs called GalSafe
pigs.
Highlights:
Genetically modified (GM) pigs have been approved for food and medical use in
the United States.
Pigs are the second genetically modified animal approved for consumption after
genetically modified salmon in 2015.
Genetically modified pigs are carefully designed to eliminate -gal (a sugar that can
cause allergic reactions).
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This is the first time that genetically modified animals have been approved for
human food and medical use.
Intentional genomic changes in animals mean the use of modern molecular
techniques to make specific changes to the organism's genome. These techniques
are often referred to as "genome editing" or "genetic engineering."
However, there are other technologies that can be used to make IGA in animals.
For research purposes, this alteration of animal DNA sequences can be made to
produce healthier meat for human consumption and to study animal disease
resistance.

Mission Sagar III INS Kiltan Arrives At Ho Chi Minh City
The Indian Naval Ship Kiltam reached the coast of the Vietnamese city, As part of
the Sagar-III mission. The Sagar mission is an initiative by India to provide
Covid-19-related assistance to the countries in the Indian Ocean Littoral States.
Mission Sagar-III:
In accordance with the vision of the Prime Minister SAGAR (Security and Growth
of All People in the Region), execute the Sagar III mission.
The mission reaffirmed India's status as a reliable partner and reaffirmed the status
of the Indian Navy as the Preferred Security Partner and First Responder.
The mission also emphasized the importance it attaches to ASEAN countries and
further strengthened existing ties.
India-Vietnam bilateral relationship:
The civilizational relationship between India and Vietnam has a history of two
thousand years.
Due to active economic participation and increasing integration on issues of
common interests, bilateral relations have recently become stronger.
The bilateral relationship was upgraded to a Comprehensive Strategic Partnership
in 2016.

Shaheen-IX - an exercise between the Pakistan and the People's Liberation
Army
China asked India to "objectively" observe the month-long military exercises
between China and the Pakistani Air Force amid increasing tensions with India.
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Highlights:
The "Shaheen-IX" or "Eagle-IX" exercise is an exercise between the Pakistan Air
Force and the People's Liberation Army Air Force.
Shaheen-IX is the ninth in the series and which is conducted each year in both
countries on alternate basis.
The first such exercise was held in Pakistan in 2011.
Other exercises between China and Pakistan - Sea Guardians: Bilateral Naval
exercise
India China exercises - Hand In Hand: Bilateral Army exercise
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INDIAN AFFAIRS
India contributes to WADA
India contributes USD 1 million to the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) for
scientific research.
Highlights:
In order to further ensure the atmosphere of the Clean Sport globally, India has
pledged USD 1 million to the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) for its
scientific research budget, which will enable WADA (World Anti-Doping Agency)
to develop innovative anti-doping testing & detection methods.
The money also used to further strengthen WADA's independent investigation and
intelligence services.
Among the donations provided by other governments around the world including
China, Saudi Arabia and Egypt, India provided the highest donation of USD 1
million.
The total amount of donations from all member nations will be allocated equally
by the International Olympic Committee (IOC) to establish a fund of 10 million US
dollars.
The decision to build the corpus was made at the 5th World Conference on Doping
in Sport held in Katowice, Poland in 2019.
This donation exceeds India's annual contribution to the WADA core budget.

Research on Indian Monsoons the Disturbance from North Atlantic
Research reveals that the Disturbance from North Atlantic could be a possible
reason why Indian monsoon derails in August. The research was by a team of
members from the Center for Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences (CAOS) of the
Indian Institute of Science (IISc), and was partially supported by the Ministry of
Science and Technology.
Highlights:
According to a study in the journal "Science", planetary waves from the North
Atlantic can derail the Indian monsoon.
The study results indicate that the modelling work should focus on the influence of
mid-latitudes in addition to the Pacific and Indian Oceans in order to better deal
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with the predictability of the monsoon, its variability and drought.
The research team analyzed the daily rainfall during the two drought periods from
1900 to 2015, and noticed huge differences in the evolution of the rainfall deficit.
The rainfall deficit caused by the El Nio drought began around mid-June and
gradually worsened.
By mid-August, the deficit was very high and spread across the country, showing
no signs of recovery.
During the non-El Nio drought period, rainfall decreased slightly in June, followed
by signs of recovery from mid-July to mid-August-the peak season.
However, in late August, rainfall suddenly dropped sharply, leading to drought
conditions.
The research part shows that in the past century, the Indian monsoon droughts that
occurred in non-El Nio years were sub-seasonal, as against El Nio droughts, where
the deficit persists throughout the season.

Indian Railways Authority issued a Draft National Rail Plan
The Indian Railways Authority issued a Draft National Rail Plan to address the
deficiencies in capacity restrictions and increase its modal share.
Highlights:
The Indian Railways has proposed a Draft National Rail plan to address the
deficiencies in capacity restrictions and increase its modal share in the country's
total freight ecosystem.
This is a long-term strategic plan that will become a common platform for all
infrastructure, business and financial plans of the railway in the future. The plan
will be finalized by January 2021.
As part of the "National Rail Plan", the "Vision 2024" has been launched to
accelerate the implementation of certain key projects by 2024, such as 100%
electrification, multi-tracking of congested routes, and increased speed of certain
routes and eliminate all level crossing on all Golden Quadrilateral-Golden Diagonal
(GQ/GD) route.
After 2030, the income surplus generated will be sufficient to fund future capital
investments and bear the debt service ratio of invested capital. No need to fund
railway projects
Some of the objectives are:
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Develop strategies based on operational capabilities and commercial policy
initiatives to increase the modal share of railways in freight transport to 45% by
2030.
By increasing the speed of freight trains from the current 22 km/h to 50 km/h,
freight time has been greatly reduced.
Reduce the total cost of rail transportation by nearly 30% and transfer the benefits
to customers.
Draw a demand growth map on the Indian railway route map and simulate the
capacity behaviour of the future network.
Based on the above simulation, determine the infrastructure bottlenecks that may
occur in the future as demand increases.
Select appropriate technologies and projects in tracking work, signal transmission,
and rolling stock to alleviate these bottlenecks as early as possible.

Union Minister dedicates the 8th Producing Basin of India
The Union Minister for Petroleum and Natural Gas Dharmendra Pradhan dedicated
the 8th producing Basin of India, Bengal Basin, to the nation.
Highlights:
The Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC) Limited has started to produce
crude oil from Asokenagar-1 well, in the Bengal Basin in 24 Parganas district. This
makes the Bengal Basin the eighth producing basin in India.
Sedimentary basins are the primary locations on the continent where there is
sufficient subsidence to preserve continental sediments for a long time.
When sediments are buried, they will be under increasing pressure and begin the
process of compaction and lithification, thereby turning them into sedimentary
rocks.
Sedimentary basins have important economic significance. Almost all natural gas,
petroleum and all coal in the world are found in sedimentary rocks.
India has 26 sedimentary basins with an area of 3.14 million square kilometers.
These include 16 on-land basins, 7 on-land and partial offshore basins, and 3 fully
offshore basins.
According to the maturity of hydrocarbon resources, these basins are divided into
three categories:
Category I: Basins that have reserves and are already in production.
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Category II: Basins with contingent resources to be produced
There are
Category
7 CategoryIII: Basins
I basins
with(topotential
which now,
resources
the 8th
waiting
one, Bengal
to be discovered
Basin, has been
added).
The 7 basins of commercial production are: Cambay, Assam Shelf , Mumbai
offshore , Krishna Godavari, Cauvery, Assam Arakan Fold Belt ,Rajasthan.

India International Science Festival to be celebrated from 22 December
The India International Science Festival (IISF) will be held from December 22,
2020, to 25, 2020. The theme of the IISF 2020 is "Science for Self-Reliant India
and Global Welfare."
Highlights:
IISF is an annual event, organized by DBT, MoHWF, CSIR and DST in
conjunction with other well-known organizations.
The purpose of this event is to attract people/students to understand the many
unknown aspects of science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM).
The festival also aims to promote and encourage aspirants to participate in STEM
fields to build their careers.
IISF is an annual event jointly organized by science & technology-related
Ministries and Departments of the Government of India and Vijnana Bharati
(Vibha).
IISF is a festival to celebrate India's scientific and technological achievements with
students, innovators, craftsmen, farmers, scientists and technical experts from India
and abroad.
The purpose is to allow the public to interact with science, celebrate the joy of
science, and show how science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM)
can provide us with solutions to improve the quality of life.
The first IISF was held in 2015.
The theme of the India International Science Festival (IISF) 2020 isScience for
Self-Reliant India and Global Welfare.

NGT Constituted Committee for Protection of Mahanadi Floodplain
The National Green Tribunal (NGT) formed a high-level committee to identify
the floodplains of Mahanadi. Mahanadi is the largest river in Orissa.
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Highlights:
In January 2020, the Chief Minister of Orissa announced that the 424 acres of land
reclaimed from the Mahanadi River will be used to add ecological, recreational,
sports, cultural and technological value to the lives of the Cuttack people.
A local citizen violated the plan of the state government and lodged a complaint
with NGT, alleging that illegal construction activities would adversely affect the
ecology of the river and disrupt the flow of the Mahanadi River.
The NGT established an expert group consisting of the Central Water Commission,
the National Institute of Hydrology, and the State and Central Pollution Control
Commission to develop regulations to ensure riverfront development without
damaging river floodplains.
Legislation regulating the floodplain: Except for the notice on the Ganges issued
by the Ministry of Central Water Resources, the Ministry of River Development
and the Ministry of Rehabilitation of the Ganges in 1986 under the Environmental
(Protection) Act of 1986, there is no central regulation to regulate the floodplain.
An active floodplain of the Ganges or its tributaries.
However, some states have laws to regulate floodplains: The Manipur River Flood
Zoning Act of 1978, 2012 Uttarakhand Flood Plain Zoning Act.
Mahanadi river:
The Mahanadi River system is the third largest river in the Indian Peninsula, after
Godavari and Krishna, and the largest river in Orissa.
Origin of Mahanadi River: It rises from a place near Sihawa in the Bastar
Mountains of Chhattisgarh to the south of Amarkantak.
Major tributaries of Mahanadi River
The catchment area of the river extends to Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh, Orissa,
Jharkhand and Maharashtra.
Its basin is bounded by the hills of central India in the north, the Eastern Ghats in
the south and east, and the Maikara Mountains in the west.
Major Tributaries of the Mahanadi river: Seonath River, Hasdeo River, Mand
River, Ib River, Jonking River, Tel River.

Rehabilitation Centre for Monkeys was Opened in Telangana
A monkey rescue and rehabilitation center (Primate) in Telangana. A primate is any
mammal including lemurs, monkeys, apes and humans.
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Highlights:
Rehabilitation Centre is the second such facility for primates in the country.
Another such facility in the country is located in Himachal Pradesh State.
Previously, the Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change had declared
monkeys (Rhesus Macaque) as "pests" in Himachal Pradesh.
It allows local authorities to eliminate this animal for one year in certain
designated non-forest areas of Shimla.
The state government reported that because the species was overpopulated outside
the forest, it caused damage to life and property, including large-scale damage to
agriculture.
Macaques are a protected species in Schedule II of the Wild Animals (Protection)
Act of 1972. The law allows it to be declared as a "pest" within a certain period of
time to prevent threats to human life or property, thereby hunting it.
According to Article 62 of the Wildlife Protection Act of 1972, states can send a
list of wild animals to the center and require the center to declare selective slaughter
of these animals.
Wildlife laws divide species into "schedules" from I to V. In theory, the members
of Schedule I are the best protected, and those who hunt them will be severely
punished.
Wild boar, oryx and rhesus monkeys are members of Schedule II and III. It is also
protected but can be hunted under certain conditions.

PM Narendra Modi inaugurated India International Science Festival 2020
The India International Science Festival (IISF) 2020 got off to a grand start with the
inaugural address by Prime Minister Narendra Modi in the presence of Minister of
Science & Technology, Earth Sciences and Health & Family Welfare, Dr Harsh
Vardhan. IISF 2020 festival is being organised in a virtual mode and is being held
from 22-25 December, 2020.
Highlights:
The Festival is a celebration of science as India has a rich legacy in science,
technology and innovation.
The New National Education Policy will help in fostering scientific temper from
an early age.
The focus has shifted from outlays to the outcome, from textbooks to research and
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application.
The Policy will encourage the creation of a pool of top-quality teachers.
It is expected that this approach will help budding scientists. This is being
supplemented by Atal Innovation Mission and Atal Tinkering labs.
IISF:
IISF was launched in 2015. IISF aims to promote science and technology. It aims at
engaging the public with science, celebrating the joy of science and further showing
how science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) can provide
solutions to improve lives. The main objective of the festival is to help the youth
develop 21st-century skills, with a focus on scientific knowledge, creativity, critical
thinking, problem-solving, and teamwork.

New Update on COVID-19 By the Government
India suspends all flights to and from the UK. Due to the spread of the new strain of
coronavirus, a decision has been made.
Highlights:
Considering the emerging Covid-19 situation in the UK, GOI decided to suspend
all flights to and from the UK until December 31, 2020.
This restriction does not apply to international all-cargo operations and flights
specifically approved by the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA).
Airlines operating flights to India from other countries shall not board any
passenger travelling from UK to India and shall ensure that no passenger coming
from UK is boarded in a flight for any destination in India either directly or
indirectly.
As a measure of precaution, passengers arriving from the UK in all transit flights
(flights that have taken off or flights which are reaching India before 22nd
December 2020 at 23.59 hrs) should be subject to mandatory RT-PCR test at the
arrival port in India.
Due to the spread of the new strain of coronavirus, a decision has been made.

JSA II: Catch the Rain Was Launched
Jal Shakti Abhiyan II: Catch the Rain Awareness Generation Campaign launched to
promote rainwater harvesting.
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Highlights:
The National Water Mission launched a publicity campaign "Jal Shakti Abhiyan II:
Catch the Rain" to promote rainwater harvesting.
The National Water Mission launched the campaign in cooperation with Nehru
Yuva Kendra Sangathan (NYKS) under the Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports.
As a preparatory stage for JSA-II, the Ministry has invited NYKS to carry out a
Catch the Rain awareness campaign to cover 623 districts
This campaign will be held from December 2020 to March 2021
NYKS will carry out this awareness-raising campaign through various IEC
activities, including educational and motivational programs and mass awareness
campaigns.
During this period, NYKS teams will also meet the district administrations, line
departments, and water agencies, hold meetings with pradhans, local influencers,
and volunteers to further the cause, and also prepare plans for the water
conservation to be taken up in the next phase of the campaign.

New Routes Determined by Ministry of Ports, Shipping and Waterways
The Ministry of Ports, Shipping and Waterways (MoPSW) has determined new
routes for RO-RO, RO-PAX and Ferry Services.
Highlights:
The MoPSW has identified domestic locations, including Hazira, Okha, Somnath
Temple, DIU, PIPAVAV, Dahej, Mumbai/JNPT, Jamnagar, Kochi, Ghogha, Goa,
Mundra and Mandvi and 6 international routes connect 4 international destinations,
namely Chattogram (Bangladesh), Seychelles (East Africa), Madagascar (East
Africa) and Jaffna ( Sri Lanka), ) from major Indian coastal port towns for the
commencement of ferry services through inland waterways.
The Sagarmala programme is the ministry's flagship programme, which aims to
promote the country's port-led development by using India's 7,500 kilometers of
coastline and navigable waterways.
The Ministry is eager to promote the company to operate RO-RO, RO-PAX and
ferry services on different routes across the country, and provide the support needed
to make the project run normally.
MoPSW recently successfully implemented one such ferry route by deploying ROPAX ferry service between Hazira and Ghogha.
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In order to replicate the success of the above business model, MoPSW encourages
private operators to determine routes that have the potential to launch RO-RO and
RO-PAX ferry services based on local needs to promote the supplementary and
sustainable mode of the transportation through coastal/inland water.
In addition to providing a relatively clean mode of transportation, this is expected
to promote the development of tourism, create jobs in coastal areas, save time and
costs for commuters, and reduce congestion on road and rail networks.

Ministry Issued Electricity (Rights Of Consumers) Rules
The Union Ministry of Power has issued rules that stipulate the rights of power
consumers in the country.
Highlights:
The Ministry announced the notification of the Electricity (Rights of Consumers)
Rules, 2020.
These rules stipulate the rights of consumers and the obligations of power
distribution license holders, issuing new connections and modifying existing
connections, metering arrangements, billing and payment, etc.
An automatic compensation mechanism will be established. It will not include any
supply to consumers that exceeds a certain duration and a certain number of supply
interruptions set by the regulatory commission.
Reliability of supply:
The power distribution permit holder shall provide 247 power supply to all users.
However, the commission may designate lower supply times for certain categories
of consumers (such as agriculture).
This relaxation is allowed because the pump does not need to supply water for the
field and run the pump 247.
The rule states that every power distribution licensee is responsible for supplying
electricity according to the requirements of the owner or occupant of any premises
in accordance with the provisions of the Act.
The maximum connection time must be 7 days in metro cities, 15 days in other
municipal areas, and 30 days in rural areas.
Consumers have the right to have a minimum service standard in order to obtain
electricity from the power distribution license holder.
Regarding metering rules:
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- Cannot connect without a meter
- The meter should be a smart pre-payment or a prepaid meter
- Provide instrument test
- Provisions for the replacement of defective or burned or stolen meters
Consumer as prosumer: Prosumers will maintain consumer status and enjoy the
same rights as ordinary consumers, they also have the right to establish Renewable
Energy (RE) power generation unit including rooftop solar photovoltaic (PV)
systems by themselves or through services.
The consumer grievance redressal has been made easy by making it multi-layered
and the number of consumer's representatives has been increased from one to four.
The maximum period of appeal is 45 days.

World Bank signs project with India
The World Bank signed a project to develop a green highway in India. The Indian
government and the World Bank signed a $500 million project to establish safe,
green national highway corridors
Highlights:
The Indian government and the World Bank signed a $500 million project to
establish safe, green national highway corridors in Rajasthan, Himalayas, Uttar
Pradesh and Andhra Pradesh.
The project will also enhance the ability of the Ministry of Road Transport and
Highways to mainstream safety and green technologies.
The Green National Highway Corridor project will support the Ministry of Road
Transport and Highways to build 783 kilometers of highways in various regions by
integrating safe and green technology designs (such as local and marginal
materials, industrial by-products, and other bioengineering solutions).
The project will help reduce greenhouse gas emissions during highway
construction and maintenance.

Chillai Kalan Started In Kashmir Valley
The 40-day cold winter "chillai kalan" began in the Kashmir Valley on December
21, and the night temperature in the entire area was below zero.
Key Facts:
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The 40-day cold winter will last until January 31.
Chillai Kalan is followed by Chillai-Khurd and Chillai-Bachha.
Chillai Khurd (small cold) lasts for 20 days, starting from January 31st to February
19th.
Chillai-Bachha (baby cold), a 10-day period, occurred between February 20 and
March 2.
Chillai Kalan is generally considered to be the core of winter, usually with snow,
sub-zero temperature causes the freezing of water bodies including Dal Lake, and
highway closures.

CoWIN Launched by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare
The Minister of Electronics and Information Technology announced the launch of
the "Grand Challenge" to strengthen the COVID Vaccine Intelligence Network
(CoWIN) system.
Highlights:
CoWIN is a Grand Challenge to strengthen the COVID Vaccine Intelligence
Network (CoWIN) system. CoWIN is a digital platform that can be used to
effectively promote and expand the mechanism of the COVID vaccine distribution
system nationwide.
It was launched by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (MoHFW) and the
Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY).
The challenge invites talented innovative startups and emerging technology experts
to participate in order to expand the CoWIN platform.
It will be launched on the MSH (MeitY Startup Hub) portal (the portal is a
collaboration platform developed with the support of MeitY to create meaningful
synergy in the field of Indian technology startups).
MoHFW identified seven key areas of technology development to
comprehensively address possible constraints related to a complete and effective
vaccine distribution system (VDS) and its seamless management in India.
These challenges attempt to broadly address the priority areas related to adverse
events such as infrastructure e, monitoring and management, dynamic learning and
information systems, human resource limitations (including technical capabilities),
vaccine logistics management, and real-time immunization to track enlisted
beneficiaries.
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CoWIN API (Application Programming Interface) will be provided to the top 5
applicants to prove the effectiveness of their solutions for possible integration with
the platform.

Year-End Review Of The Department Of Fisheries
Fish is also an affordable and rich source of animal protein, and is an important
choice for alleviating hunger and nutritional deficiencies.
Background:
The fishery sector is considered a strong income and job creator because it
stimulates the growth of many affiliated industries and is a source of cheap and
nutritious food.
This is also the livelihood for a large section of economically backward population
of the country, providing income and employment for more than 28 million people.
Fishery occupies an important position in the country's socio-economic
development.
This is also a fast-growing industry in India.
India is the world's second largest fish producer, accounting for 7.56% of global
production, contributing about 1.24% to India's Gross Value Added (GVA), and
contributing more than 7.28% to agricultural GVA.
Fish is also an affordable and rich source of animal protein, and is an important
choice for alleviating hunger and nutritional deficiencies.
Pradhan Mantri Matsya Sampada Yojana (PMMSY): This is a umbrella scheme
for the fisheries sector, aiming to achieve the Blue Revolution through the
sustainable development of the sector.
Kisan Credit Cards to Animal Husbandry Farmers and Fisheries: Almost 45,000
Kisan Credit Cards have been issued to fishermen and fish farmers.
Fisheries and Aquaculture Infrastructure Development Fund:
In its Budget 2018, the Union Government had set aside Rs. 7,550 crore for the
setting up of a dedicated Fisheries and Aquaculture Infrastructure Development
Fund (FIDF). FIDF will provide preferential funds to State Governments/Union
Territories, State entities, cooperatives, individual entrepreneurs, etc., to develop
fishery infrastructure facilities in the marine and inland fisheries sectors. FIDF will
fund infrastructure facilities such as fishing ports/fish landing centers, fish seed
farms, fish feed factories/plants, cage culture in reservoirs, marine culture activities,
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introduction of deep-sea fishing vessels, establishment of disease diagnosis and
aquatic quarantine facilities, and establishment of cold Chain infrastructure
facilities, such as ice factories, cold storage, fish transportation facilities, fish
processing units, fish markets, etc. The fund will be created in cooperation with
National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD), National
Cooperative Development Corporation (NCDC) and certain commercial banks. The
National Fisheries Development Board (NFDB) will be the Nodal Implementing
Agency to fully coordinate FIDF activities.

Post Matric Scholarship to Students Belonging to Scheduled Castes - PMS-SC
The Cabinet approved the change of SC's Post-Master Scholarship. It is estimated
that in the next five years, the new scheme will benefit more than 40 million SC
students.
Highlights:
The scholarship program after graduation has almost been closed because the
central government has provided only 11% of funding since 2017, prompting many
states to cancel the program.
The scheme has been in existence since 1944, and has helped students learn any
post-matric course starting from the 11th grade. The government has paid for the
education expenses.
This is a Centrally Sponsored Scheme, implemented through the State Government
and UT administration.
The scheme provides financial assistance to students of the Scheduled caste who
studying at post matriculation or post-secondary stage to enable them to complete
their studies.
It is applicable to the students whose parents' annual income does not exceed Rs.
2.5 lakh.
The scholarship includes maintenance allowance, reimbursement of compulsory
non-refundable fees, study tour charges, book allowance, thesis typing/printing
charges for research scholars, book bank facility, etc.
As a result of this scheme, SC's Gross Enrolment Ratio (higher education) has
increased from 6% in 2002-03 to 23% in 2018-19.

TRIFED Signs MoU with MOFPI For Upliftment of Tribal Lives
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The Union Minister for Food Processing Industry virtually inaugurated the capacity
building part of the Pradhan Mantri Formalisation of Micro food processing
Enterprises scheme (PM-FME Scheme), and also launched the GIS One District
One Product (ODOP) digital map of India.
Highlights:
The Ministry of Food Processing Industry (MoFPI), in cooperation with the State/
UT Governments, initiated an all India Centrally Sponsored PM Formalisation of
Micro food processing Enterprises Scheme (PM FME Scheme)
The scheme aims to provide financial, technical, and business support for the
upgrading of existing micro-food processing enterprises.
Objectives:
- Increase access to funds
- Increase in revenue of the target company
- Strengthen compliance with food quality and safety standards
- Strengthen the capacity of the support system
- Pay special attention to female entrepreneurs and Aspirational Districts
- Encourage Waste to Wealth activities
- Focus on minor forest products in tribal areas
- Transition from the unorganized sector to the formal sector
TRIFED:
According to the Multi-State Cooperative Societies Act of 1984, the Tribal
Cooperative Marketing Development Federation of India (TRIFED) was
established in 1987. This institution contributes to the social and economic
development of the nation's tribal people. It is administered by the Ministry of
Tribal Affairs.

PM to Launch Ayushman Bharat PM-JAY SEHAT
The Prime Minister of India launched the Ayushman Bharat PM-JAY SEHAT to
extend coverage to all residents of J&K via video conference.
Highlights:
The SEHAT scheme stands for Social, Endeavour for Health and Telemedicine,
which is a health insurance scheme for the Union Territory.
The scheme provides free insurance to all the residents of the UT of J&K.
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It provides financial protection of up to Rs.5 Lakh per family to all residents of the
UT of J&K by means of floating cash.
It provides for an operational extension of PM-JAY to 15 lakh (approximately)
additional families.
PM-JAY is a type of health insurance, fully funded by the central government. The
scheme provides insurance coverage of 500,000 rupees per family per year for
secondary and tertiary medical inpatients in public and private hospitals in India.
The benefit of 5 million rupees is based on family floater basis, which means that
one or all members of the family can use it. The family limit for RSBY is 5
members. However, based on the experience gained from these schemes, PM-JAY's
design approach does not limit family size or age of members.
PM-JAY provides cashless access to health care services for beneficiaries at
service points (i.e, hospitals). PM-JAY's vision is to help alleviate catastrophic
medical expenditures, which will plunge nearly 60 million Indians into poverty
every year.
Benefits of the scheme:
The scheme will ensure Universal Health Coverage and focus on providing
financial risk protection and ensuring that all individuals and communities are
provided with high-quality and affordable basic health services. The scheme will
operate under the insurance model integrated with PM-JAY. The benefits of the
scheme will be promoted nationwide. Hospitals established under the PM-JAY
scheme must also provide services under the scheme.
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SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
Scientists Developed High-Performance Hybrid Super Capacitors With Novel
Electrode Material
Scientists have developed a low-cost supercapacitor that has excellent capacitance
retention and uses their synthesized new electrode material, which can pave the
way for the next generation of high-power and high-energy storage devices.
Supercapacitor:
A supercapacitor is a high-capacity capacitor whose capacitance value is much
higher than other capacitors, but has a lower voltage limit, thus bridging the gap
between the electrolytic capacitor and the rechargeable battery. A capacitor is one
that stores electrical energy in an electric field.
It usually stores 10 to 100 times more energy per unit volume or mass than
electrolytic capacitors, and can accept and transfer charges much faster than
batteries. Supercapacitors are the next generation of energy storage devices.
Compared with traditional capacitors and Lithium-Ion Batteries (LIB),
supercapacitors have received extensive research attention due to their high power
density, long life and ultra-fast charging characteristics.
Among the 4 main components of a super capacitor-electrode, electrolyte,
separator and current collector, the first two are the key components, which directly
determine the electrochemical behaviour of the supercapacitor.
The manufacturing costs of electrode materials and electrolytes should be reduced
because these two components account for most of the equipment manufacturing
costs.
Supercapacitors with high capacitance and excellent capacitive retention developed
from low-cost fabrication techniques are the need of the hour, considering their
potential utility in the commercial market.
Key Facts about the Study:
Scientists have developed a simple, scalable, and cost-effective electrochemical
approach to synthesize electrodes made of nickel cobaltite containing nano sheet
structures and incorporates oxygen vacancies as active materials for hybrid super
capacitors. These electrodes have been found to have excellent electrochemical
performance.The team is made up of scientists from the International Advanced
Research Centre for Powder Metallurgy and New Materials (ARCI), an
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autonomous body of the Department of Science and Technology, Government of
India, in collaboration with IIT Hyderabad.

Adoption Of E20 Fuel By The Indian Public
The Ministry of Transport invites the public to comment on the introduction of E20
fuel.
E20 Fuel:
E20 fuel is a mixture of 20% ethanol and gasoline. It is proposed to use E20 as a
vehicle fuel to reduce vehicle emissions and the country's oil import costs. Ethanol
is a biofuel, a common by-product of biomass left by agricultural raw materials
(such as corn, sugar cane, hemp, potatoes, etc. The currently allowed mixing ratio
is 10% of ethanol, although India only reached 5.6% in 2019.

ISRO Launched CMS - 01 Satellite
The Indian Space Research Organization - ISRO launched a communications
satellite CMS-01 on the Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV-C50) of its Satish
Dhawan Space Center in Andhra Pradesh.
Previously, in November 2020, ISRO launched India's Earth observation satellite,
EOS-01 and nine other customer satellites.
Key Facts:
CMS-01 is a Communications satellite designed to provide services in extended CBand Frequency Spectrum.
C-band is the name of a portion of the Electromagnetic Spectrum in the microwave
range in the frequency range of 4.0 to 8.0 gigahertz (GHz).
Its coverage will include the Indian mainland as well as the Andaman and Nicobar
Islands and the Lakshadweep islands
The lifetime of the satellite is expected to exceed more than 7 years.
The satellite is precisely injected into its predefinedSub-Geosynchronous Transfer
Orbit (GTO). Finally, after a series of operations, it will be placed in a designated
slot in the Geosynchronous orbit.
CMS-01 will replace and enhance the service of GSAT-12.
Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle:
India's Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV) is the third-generation launch
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vehicle. PSLV is the first launch vehicle equipped with liquid levels. The first
successful launch of PSLV was in October 1994. PSLV is used for the two most
important missions. They are Chandrayaan-1 in 2008 and Mars Orbiter Spacecraft
in 2013. Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle (GSLV) Mark II and GSLV
MkIII are two other launch vehicles.

A Scientists group won Innovate 4 SDG
A group of scientists from the Indian Institute of Technology in Delhi (IIT Delhi)
won an innovation competition (Innovate 4 SDG) organized by the India
Accelerator Laboratory of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP),
which is their innovative "plant-based simulation egg".
Highlights:
The Indian Development Program Accelerator Laboratory is dedicated to solving
some of the most pressing issues facing India through innovation, such as air
pollution, sustainable water management and customers' recoverable livelihoods.
The team won first place and won an innovation award of $5,000.
It is developed from a very simple farm-based crop protein, which not only looks
and tastes like eggs, but also has nutrients very similar to poultry eggs.
The development of simulated eggs meets the protein needs of diet-specific, healthconscious, vegetarians, and vegetarians.
The team has also developed analogs that use fruits and vegetables to extract
chicken and fish meat from plants.
Plant-based texture foods have been developed, similar to eggs, fish, and chicken,
aimed at solving people's long-standing struggles for malnutrition and clean protein
foods.

Chang'e-5 Returned With The First Fresh Rock Samples
China's Chang 'e 5 lunar mission returned to Earth, carrying about 2 kilograms of
fresh rock samples extracted from the moon for the first time in 44 years.
Highlights:
The spacecraft Chang 'e 5 landed at Siziwang Banner in the Inner Mongolia
Autonomous Region in northern China.
The probe, named after the ancient Chinese goddess of the moon, took off for the
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first time from the Wenchang spacecraft launch site in Hainan on November 24.
Two of the four modules of Chang'e 5 landed on the moon on December 1, and
drilled 2 meters from the surface and drilled into the lunar crust, thus collecting
about 2 kilograms (4.4 pounds) of samples.
The sample is placed in a sealed container, which is transported back to the return
module by the ascent cart.
The retrieved Chang'e 5 re-entry capsule will be airlifted to Beijing, where the
capsule will be opened and ready for sample analysis.
In this way, China became the third country to collect lunar samples after the
United States and the Soviet Union.
This is also the first batch of samples collected by any country after Russia in
1976.
The samples were taken from regions of the moon that have not been visited
before.
The latest sample comes from a part of the moon called Oceanus Procellarum or
Stormy Ocean, located near a site called "Mons Rumker", which is believed to have
been a volcano in ancient times.
Mons Rumker is geologically younger than the sampling areas of the US and
Soviet missions and has never sampled before.

International Science Literature Festival VIGYANIKA
International Science Literature Festival VIGYANIKA organized to mark the birth
anniversary of Srinivasa Ramanujan.
Highlights:
The purpose of this event is to bring science and literature to the public, and to
demonstrate the use of various aspects of science communication to promote selfreliance and global welfare strategies.
It takes "Science Communication and Science Literature-Network Science and
Society" as its theme.
It will explore the challenges of scientific communication through keynote
speeches, panel discussions, scientific conferences and Vigyan Kavi Sammelan,
and critically evaluate scientific literature and many other issues.
VIGYANIKA is an International Science and Literature Festival organized under
the Indian International Science Festival.
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VIGYANIKA is jointly organized by the CSIR- National Institute of Science
Communication and Information Resources (CSIR-NISCAIR), the Ministry of
Earth Sciences (MOES) and Vijnana Bharati (VIBHA) to commemorate the
birthday of the outstanding Indian mathematician Srinivasa Ramanujan.
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ENVIRONMENT
AnSI reported Exploitation of Sentinel Island will wipe out tribals
The Anthropological Survey of India (AnSI) policy document warns that
commercial activities may pose a threat to endangered groups. According to ANSI,
any exploitation of the Andaman's North Outpost Island for commercial and
strategic benefits is dangerous to its occupier Sentinese.
Highlights:
Anthropological Survey of India (ANSI) reported that any exploitation of the
Andaman's North Outpost Island for commercial and strategic benefits is dangerous
to its occupier Sentinese.
It also stated that the rights of the people on the island are non-negotiable,
inviolable and inviolable.
The primary duty of the state is to protect these rights for eternity and sacredness.
There should be no commercial or strategic interests on their island.
The document also called for the establishment of a knowledge base in Sentinese.
Since tribal communities cannot conduct "field research", anthropologists
recommend "distant cultural research".
The Sentinelese are the most secluded tribe, and the particularly vulnerable tribe
(PVTG) is completely isolated on the Andamans. It has a population of about 50 to
100 on North Qianshao Island.
They are not only one of the most isolated countries in the country's nearly 70
PVTGs, but also one of the five countries in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands,
including the Andaman, Angers, Galawa and Champence.
Although both Sentinese and Great Andamanese are classified as PVTG, the tribe
lives in two completely different contact environments.
As far as the Sentinels are concerned, their contact with the outside world is almost
zero, while the Greater Andaman has been in contact with the world outside the
island for decades.

The Air Quality Board instructs 100% Conversion Industry
The NCR and the Air Quality Management Committee of the adjacent area together
with the Delhi NCT government, GAIL and Indraprastha Gas Limited reviewed the
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progress of the conversion of the industry operating in Delhi to pipeline natural gas
(PNG).
Highlights:
Although a considerable number of industries are using PNG, the committee
emphasized that considering that the industrial sector is one of the main factors
causing air pollution in Delhi and the National Capital Region, all identified
industries in Delhi must switch to PNG.
The committee was established in November 2020 in accordance with the Air
Quality Management Act of the National Capital Region (NCR) and adjacent areas.
In terms of air pollution mitigation, it replaced all existing agencies including the
Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) and the National Pollution Control Boards
of Delhi, UP, Haryana, Punjab and Rajasthan.
Through this decree, the center disbanded NCR's Environmental Pollution
Prevention and Control Agency (EPCA). The committee is a permanent body and
will be chaired by a government official in the position of secretary or chief
secretary. It is a statutory body.
A representative of the Minister of the Environment, five secretarial officials will
serve as ex officio members, and two joint secretarial officials will become fulltime members.
Three representatives of CPCB, ISRO, air pollution experts and non-governmental
organizations - NGOs.
As associate members, the committee will have representatives from other
ministries and commissions, including the Ministry of Agriculture, Petroleum,
Electricity, Road Transport and Highways, Housing and Urban Affairs, and
Industry and Commerce.
Powers of the committee:
In order to protect and improve the air quality in the capital region and surrounding
areas, it can issue instructions and file complaints, and it is also responsible for
taking all such measures to protect and improve air quality.
The committee can take measures to reduce air pollution and regulate or prohibit
activities that may cause or increase pollution in the NCR and adjacent areas.
It has jurisdiction in NCR, including Punjab, Haryana, UP and Rajasthan regions.
The committee has the power of punishment including imprisonment and severe
punishment. Cases involving the committee can only be tried by the National Green
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Tribunal, not by the civil court.

Minister Released Status Of Leopards Report Released
The Minister of Environment of the released the "State of the Leopard" report. The
leopard population has been estimated using camera trapping methods.
Highlights:
As of 2018, there were 12,852 leopards in India, compared with 7910 in 2014, an
increase of 60% in four years.
It is estimated that the highest concentration of cheetahs is concentrated in Madhya
Pradesh (3,421), followed by Karnataka (1,783) and Maharashtra (1,690).
A recent meta-analysis of the status and distribution of leopards shows that the
range loss of African species is 48-67%, and that of Asian species is 83-87%.
In India, leopards have experienced a population decline of 75-90% that may be
caused by humans in the past 120-200 years.
In the Indian subcontinent, poaching, loss of habitat, depletion of natural prey and
conflict are the main threats to leopard populations.
All of these have caused the IUCN to change the status of the species from "near
threat" to "vulnerable".
As for the regional distribution, central India and the Western Ghats have the
largest number of leopards at 8,071. In the hilly area of the northeast, there are only
141 leopards.
Leopards are estimated to be found in forest habitats in the Tiger Mountains region
of the country, but other leopard-occupied areas (such as non-forest habitats, higher
elevations in the Himalayas, arid landscapes and most of the northeast landscape)
have not been sampled.
Therefore, population estimates should be considered as the minimum number of
leopards in each landscape.

India adds Tso Kar wetland complex to Ramsar site
In major progress in protecting biodiversity, India has added the Tso Kar wetland
complex to the Ramsar site. The 42nd batch of internationally important wetland
Tso Kar is located in the Changtang area of Ladakh above 4,500 meters above sea
level.
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Highlights:
The complex includes two connected lakes, the freshwater Startsapuk Tso and the
larger super-salinity Tso Kar, and shows famous examples of two adjacent lakes.
The name Tso Kar refers to the white salt weathering on the edge of the lake
caused by the evaporation of salt lake water.
The local climate is arid, and glacial meltwater is the main source of water for the
lake.
The presence of lakes, especially freshwater, attracts biodiversity in areas where
the organisms are sparse.
The site is home to many endangered species, including the endangered falcon
(Falco cherrug) and Asian wild dog (Cuon alpinus laniger), and the vulnerable
snow leopard (Panthera uncia).
This station is also an important transfer station for migratory birds along the
Central Asia Line, and it is also one of the most important breeding grounds for
Indian black-necked cranes (Grus nigricollis).
The Ramsar Convention is an intergovernmental environmental treaty established
by UNESCO and entered into force in 1975. The Ramsar Wetland is a wetland of
international importance designated under the Ramsar Convention.

Firefly Bird Diverters For Great Indian Bustards
The Ministry of Environment and the Wildlife Conservation Society, India have
proposed a unique initiative-a "firefly bird diverter" for overhead power
transmission lines in areas where the Great India Bustard (GIB) is found in the
wild.
Highlights:
Great India Bustard (GIB) is one of the most critically threatened species in India,
with fewer than 150 birds left in the wild.
Listed as "Critically Endangered" in the "IUCN Red List".
A report from the Ministry of Environment in 2019 pointed out that power lines,
especially high-voltage transmission lines with multiple overhead lines, are the
most important current threat to GIB in the Thar region and are causing
unsustainably high mortality in about 15% of their population.
The firefly bird diverters are flaps installed on power lines. They act as reflectors
for birds such as GIB.
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Birds can spot them at a distance of about 50 meters and change their flight path to
avoid collisions with power lines.
Diverters are called fireflies because they look like fireflies in the distance and
shine on the power lines at night.

Most of Districts in India Hotspots Of Extreme Climate Events
According to a study by the Council on Energy, Environment, and Water (CEEW),
more than 75% of districts in India are home to 63.8 crore people and are hotspots
for extreme climate events such as cyclones, floods, droughts, heatwaves, and cold
waves.
Highlights:
This is the first time that extreme weather event hotspots in the country have been
mapped.
In recent decades, the frequency, intensity, and unpredictability of these extreme
events have continued to increase.
Although India witnessed 250 extreme weather events in 35 years between 1970
and 2005, 310 such weather events have been recorded in only 15 years since then.
In the past 50 years, the frequency of flood events has increased almost eight
times.
Flood-related events, such as landslides, heavy rain, hailstorms, thunderstorms, and
cold bursts, increased by more than 20 times.
In the past ten years, six of the eight most flood-prone areas in India were located
in Barpeta, Darrang, Dhemaji, Goalpara, Golaghat, Sivasagar- are in Assam.
Since 2005, the annual average of the drought-affected districts has increased by
13 times. Nearly 68% of the districts face drought and drought-like conditions.
In the past ten years, the hot spots in India affected by drought are Ahmednagar,
Aurangabad (both Maharashtra), Anantapur, Chittoor (both Andhra Pradesh),
Bagalkot, Bijapur, Chikkaballapur, Gulbarga, and Hassan (all Karnataka).
The study also found a shift in the pattern of extreme climate events, such as floodprone areas becoming drought-prone and vice-versa, in over 40% of Indian
districts.
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DEFENCE
DRDO Systems Handed Over To Chiefs of Armed Forces
The Defence Minister handed over three indigenously developed Defense Research
and Development Organization (DRDO) systems to the Army, Navy, and Air
Force.
Systems handed over include:
Indian Maritime Situational Awareness System (IMSAS) Navy
ASTRA Mk-I Missile Air Force
Border Surveillance System (BOSS) Army
Indian Maritime Situational Awareness System (IMSAS):
IMSAS is the most advanced, fully indigenous, high-performance intelligent
software system that can provide the Indian Navy with global maritime maps,
marine planning tools and analysis functions. The system provides maritime
operational pictures from the Naval headquarters to each ship at sea to enable Naval
Command and Control (C2). The system is conceptualized by the Center for
Artificial Intelligence and Robotics (CAIR), Bangalore and the Navy. It was
developed by Bharat Electronics Co., Ltd. (BEL) in Bangalore.
ASTRA Mk-I:
It is the first Beyond Visual Range (BVR) missile developed indigenously and can
be launched from Sukhoi-30, Light Combat Aircraft (LCA), Mig-29 and Mig-29K.
The weapon system was developed by the Defense Research and Development
Laboratory (DRDL), Hyderabad and produced by Bharat Power Co., Ltd. (BDL),
Hyderabad.
Border Surveillance System (BOSS):
This is an all-weather electronic surveillance system. The system has been
deployed in the Ladakh border areafor day and night surveillance. The system
facilitates monitoring and surveillance by automatically detecting the intrusions in
harsh high-altitude sub-zero temperature areas with remote operation capability. It
is designed and developed by Instrument Research and Development Agency
(IRDE), Dehradun. It is produced by Bharat Electronics Co., Ltd. (BEL) of
Machilipatnam.

India successfully test fired MRSAM
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India successfully test-fired a medium-range surface-to-air missile (MRSAM) on
23 December from Odisha coast. Indian Army will induct the missile. It will
significantly enhance the combat effectiveness of the defence forces.
Highlights:
The missile was fired from a ground mobile launcher at launch pad number-1 of
the Integrated Test Range (ITR).
The missile hit the target with accuracy and was monitored by various radars and
electro-optico instruments.
The missile was jointly developed the missile in collaboration with Israel
Aerospace Industries.
Banshee, an unmanned air vehicle (UAV), was first flown into the air, which was
hit by the MRSAM. The MRSAM was manufactured by Bharat Dynamics Ltd.
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AWARDS AND HONOURS
Minister awarded Pandit Deendayal Upadhyay Telecom Skill Excellence
Awards
The Union Communications Minister, Ravi Shankar Prasad and MOS for
Communications and Electronics & IT, Sanjay Shamrao Dhotre awarded the Pandit
Deendayal Upadhyay Telecom Skills Excellence Awards. The award was
established by the Ministry of Telecommunications in 2017 to stimulate the
telecom skills ecosystem.
Highlights:
Sreenivas Karanam of Bangalore won first place for its contribution to the
development of a cost-effective customized technology solution under the "C
Mobile" brand, which is used for deep-sea communications operating off the coast
of Kerala, promoting Communication between fishermen and weather warnings,
etc.
This service enables fishermen to make one-to-one voice calls, group calls, SMS,
location services and emergency services when they are outside the GSM coverage
area. The service can run from Thiruvanathapuram to Kerakat, along the coast of
Kerala for nearly 500 kilometers, and install equipment on nearly 900 motorboats.
Subrat Kar, New Delhi, was selected as the second for his innovative solutions in
developing and deploying large-scale sensor networks and equipment to avoid
collisions between trains and animals. Wildlife protection.
The system in the trial phase was installed in Rajaji National Park in Uttarakhand
to prevent elephants from colliding with train elephants.
Pandit Deendayal Upadhyay Telecom Skill Excellence Awards:
Pandit Deendayal Upadhyay Telecom Skills Excellence Awardwas established by
the Ministry of Telecommunications in 2017 to stimulate the telecom skills
ecosystem. Reward successful telecommunications technicians who have made
outstanding contributions in the fields of telecom skills, telecom services, telecom
manufacturing, and telecom applications for the deployment of sectoral solutions
that rely on telecommunications in various fields such as agriculture, commerce,
health, and education. The award is named after Pandit Deendayal Upadhyay to
commemorate the centenary of his birth.
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Modi Won Legion of Merit Award from the US
PM Modi won the American Legion of Excellence Award. Mr. Modi was awarded
the award for his leadership in enhancing the strategic partnership between the two
countries and the rise of India as a global power.
Highlights:
The Prime Minister was awarded the Legion Medal, the highest honor, only to the
head of state or head of government.
The award was also awarded to the prime ministers of Australia and Japan.
The Legion of Merit (LOM) is a military award awarded by the U.S. Armed Forces
for outstanding service and achievement.
The decorations were issued to eight American soldiers in uniforms and military
and political figures from foreign governments.
In addition to Mr. Modi, other Indians who received this award include:
- Marshall Cariappa Mustang (1950)-Chief Commander Degree
- General Satyawant Maulana Srinagesh (1955) degree in the commander-in-chief
- General Rajendra Singh Jadeja (1946)-Commander's Degree
- Admiral Jal Cursetji (1978)-Commander Degree
- General Bikram Singh (2013)-Commander Degree
- General Dalbir Singh Suhag (2018)-Commander Degree

DPIIT invites applications for National Startup Awards
The DPIIT - Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade is launching
the second edition of the 2021 NSA - National Entrepreneurship Award. The award
aims to recognize and reward outstanding start-ups and ecosystem promoters.
Highlights:
The award aims to recognize and reward outstanding start-ups and ecosystem
promoters, these companies are building innovative products or solutions and
scalable companies, these companies have great potential to create jobs or wealth,
showing that they can Measure social impact. Not only must the economic interests
of investors be considered, but also the contribution to social welfare.
It also aims to recognize innovations focused on the localization of key products
essential to Atma Nirbhar Bharat.
The Startup Award will be divided into 15 categories in 49 areas.
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These 15 industries are agriculture, animal husbandry, drinking water, education
and skill development, energy, enterprise systems, environment, financial
technology, food processing, health and wellness, industry 4.0, safety, space,
transportation and travel.
In addition, six special awards were awarded to start-ups in educational
institutions, which have had an impact on rural areas, women entrepreneurs, the
potential of imported alternative products, innovation to combat COVID-19, and
the delivery of Hindi content.
It will also reward outstanding incubators and accelerators as a key component of a
strong startup ecosystem.
Winning start-ups in each region will each receive a cash prize of INR 500,000.
The winner and two runner-ups will also have the opportunity to introduce their
solutions to relevant public authorities and companies for potential pilot projects
and work orders.
They will also be given priority to participate in various domestic and international
entrepreneurial activities.
An award-winning incubator and an award-winning accelerator will each receive a
cash prize of Rs 1.5 million.
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SPORTS
Ministry of Sports included Gatka, Kalaripayattu in Indigenous games and
sports
The Ministry of Sports included Gatka, Kalaripayattu, Thang-Ta and Mallakhamba
in Khelo India Youth Games 2021. The Khelo India Programme is a national
yojana/scheme for the development of sports in India, launched in 2018. The Khelo
Indian Games 2021 is scheduled to be held in Haryana.
Gatka:
Gatka originated from the state of Punjab. It is the traditional fighting style of the
"Nihang Sikh" warriors, used for self-defense and sports.
Kalaripayattu:
Kalaripayattu is a traditional martial art form derived from Kerala. It is considered
the oldest surviving martial art in India and one of the oldest surviving martial arts
in the world. Its origin can be traced back to at least the 3rd century BCE.
Thang-Ta:
Thang-Ta is a martial art form from Manipur. It is part of the martial art Huyen
langlon. Thang-Ta means armed combat. Another aspect of Huyen langlon is sarit
sarak (unarmed combat). "Thang" means sword and "Ta" means spear-both are
Huyen langlon's main weapons.
Mallakhamba:
Mallakhamba or Mallakhamb is a traditional sport that originated in the Indian
subcontinent. In this sport, gymnasts perform aerial yoga or gymnastics postures
and wrestling grip with vertical stationary or hanging wooden pole, cane, or rope.
Three popular versions of Mallakhamb were practiced using Sheesham poles,
crutches or ropes. In 2013, it was declared a state-run sport in Madhya Pradesh.
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ARTS & CULTURE
Dhokra Art Added to the Tribes India collection
Dhokra decorative pieces added to the Tribes India collection. Dhokra products
reflect the simplicity and themes of tribal and folklife.
Dhokra art:
Dhokra is a non-ferrous metal casting style that uses the lost wax technique.
For hundreds of years, this style of metal casting has been popular all over India.
Dhokra products reflect the simplicity and themes of tribal and folklife.
They are very popular both in India and abroad.
Dhokra artworks are basically metal figurines mainly made of bronze and copper.
Although Dhokra art originated in West Bengal, over time, the tribe moved to
Jharkhand, West Bengal, Orissa, and Chhattisgarh, as well as Kerala and Rajasthan.
Therefore, art now spreads all over India.
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SUMMITS & CONFERENCE
Minister addresses Coalition for Disaster Resilient Infrastructure
The Union Health Minister addresses event by Coalition for Disaster Resilient
Infrastructure (CDRI) and the United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction
(UNDRR).
Coalition for Disaster Resilient Infrastructure (CDRI):
In September 2019, Prime Minister Modi launched CDRI at the UN SecretaryGeneral's Climate Action Summit in New York, USA.
The fledgeling partnership has a secretariat in Delhi and is supported by the United
Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNDRR) to promote knowledge
exchange, technical support and capacity building.
The mission of CDRI is to rapidly expand the development of resilient
infrastructure and transform existing infrastructure to enhance resilience and
achieve a measurable reduction in infrastructure losses.
The partnership works in the areas of governance and policy, emerging
technologies, risk identification and estimation, recovery and reconstruction,
resilience standards and certification, finance, and capacity development.
CDRI brings together developed and developing countries to establish synergies to
achieve the goal of disaster-resistant infrastructure.
The World Bank and the Green Climate Fund (GCF) expressed support for CDRI
and pledged to work closely with their secretariat in Delhi.
The establishment of the Coalition is the result of the efforts of India and UNDRR.
Other founding members of CDRI: Australia, Bhutan, Fiji, Indonesia, Italy, Japan,
Maldives, Mexico, Mongolia, Rwanda, Sri Lanka, The UK

Indonesia - India Virtual Bilateral Meeting on Drug Control Cooperation
The 4th Bilateral Joint Working Group - JWG meeting between the Narcotics
Control Bureau (NCB), India and the National Narcotics Administration (BNN),
Indonesia was held.
Highlights:
Shri Rakesh Asthana, Director-General of the Indian NCB, emphasized that the
trafficking of Heroin and Amphetamine Type Stimulant(ATS) in India through land
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and sea routes, especially Golden Triangle.
The Golden Triangle is the place where the borders of Thailand, Laos & Myanmar
meet at the confluence of the Ruak and Mekong rivers.
The new challenges of dealing with drug trafficking through the Bay of Bengal and
the Andaman Sea was highlighted.
The Indian side emphasized the emerging trends in the production and trafficking
of New Psychoactive Substances (NPS) and the use of dark markets.
During the pandemic, the drug trade through couriers and packages has increased.
The Indian side pledged to coordinate and cooperate with Indonesia in combating
drug trafficking.
PujiSarwono, Deputy of Legal Affairs and Cooperation, BNN, Indonesia
highlighted the growing threat of trafficking of Methamphetamine in Indonesia,
The development of frequent information exchange between two countries on drug
trafficking and precursor smuggling activities at each level.
The two countries accepted to exchange information on illegal entry and exit
points for illegal drug trafficking along the Indonesia-India border, as well as
information on technologies used to stop drug trafficking.

Virtual Summit Held Between India-Vietnam
The Prime Minister of India held a virtual summit with his Vietnamese counterpart.
Highlights:
The two countries' leaders exchanged views on a wide range of bilateral, regional,
and global issues. They put forward the "Joint Vision for Peace, Prosperity, and
People" to guide the India-Vietnam comprehensive strategic partnership's future
development.
The prime ministers of the two countries expressed satisfaction with the successful
implementation of the High-Speed Guard Boat (HSGB) Manufacturing Project for
Vietnam Border Guard Command under the US$100 Defence Line of Credit
extended by the Government of India to Vietnam, and the handing over of
completed HSGB to Vietnam, the launch of HSGBs manufactured in India and the
keel laying of HSGBs manufactured in Vietnam.
Both the countries signed a memorandum of understanding in defense industry
cooperation, UN peacekeeping, atomic energy, petroleum, clean energy, and health.
Also announced the launch of the bilateral project for Encyclopedia on India
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Vietnam Civilizational and Cultural Interactions.

India - Japan SAMVAD Conference Was Held
The Sixth SAMVAD Conference between India and Japan was held.
Highlights:
The Samvad Conference revolved around the need to build the future of Asia under
the positive influence of traditions of non-violence and democracy in Asia.
The first Conference of Samvad-I was held in Bodh Gaya, New Delhi in 2015.
During Samvad I, famous scholars, religious leaders, academics and politicians
exchanged views on conflict avoidance and environmental awareness.
In this edition, Mr. Modi proposes to establish a library of traditional Buddhist
literature and scriptures, adding that India is happy to provide hosting for the
facility and provide it with appropriate resources.
The government must make "humanism" the core of its policy. Tribute to the
promotion of the Buddha's ideas and ideals, especially the great work done among
the youth was done.
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SCHEMES
New Route Under UDAN Scheme
The new route under the UDAN scheme has been labeled Belgaum Surat
Kishangarh. UDAN, which stands for Ude Desh Ka Aam Nagrik', aims to make air
travel affordable and widespread.
UDAN Scheme:
The scheme is a part of the National Civil Aviation Policy (NCAP) and is jointly
funded by the Government of India and State Governments. The following are its
main functions:
The duration of the scheme is 10 years.
Airlines participating in UDAN are selected through a competitive bidding process
The central government will provide the following:
- Subsidies to bridge the Value Gap Funds (VGF) of participating airlines
- Concessional GST on tickets booked using the scheme
- Code sharing for flights according to this policy
The state government will expand the following measures:
- Reduce GST to 1% within ten years
- Coordinate with oil companies to promote refueling facilities
- Provide land for airport and auxiliary development
- Trained security personnel
- Utility subsidy rate
- 20% of VGF
Airport operators (such as AAI) will provide the following benefits:
- There are no parking, landing and storage fees at participating airports
- No TNLC (Terminal Navigation Landing Charges)
- Allow airlines selected through the bidding process to perform ground handling
services
- The Airports Authority of India discounts the RNCF (Route Navigation and
Facilitation Charges) to 42.4% of the normal rate
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IMPORTANT DAYS
Minorities Day is on 18 December
India has designated December 18 as "Minority Day" or "Minority Rights Day" in
order to commemorate the rights of religious minorities in the country guaranteed
by the Constitution.
Minorities Day:
Minority Rights day is to commemorate the rights of religious minorities in the
country guaranteed by the Constitution.
In 1992, the United Nations adopted a statement on the rights of individuals
belonging to religions, languages or ethnic minorities. In the same year, the Indian
government established the National Commission for Minority.
In 2006, the Ministry of Minority Affairs emerged from the Ministry of Social
Justice and Empowerment.
In India, five religious communities are notified as ethnic minorities. These people
include Muslims, Sikhs, Christians, Buddhists and Zoroastrians or Parsis. After
2014, Jains was also notified as a minority community.

Goa's Liberation Day is on 19 December
Every year 19th December is observed as Goa Liberation Day in India and it marks
the day the Indian armed forces freed Goa in 1961 following 450 years of
Portuguese rule.
Highlights:
The Portuguese colonized some areas of India in 1510, but by the end of the 19th
century, India's colonies in India were limited to Goa, Daman, Diu, Dadra, Nagar
Haveli, and Anje diva.
On August 15, 1947, India gained independence, and Goa was still under
Portuguese rule.
The Portuguese refused to give up control of Goa and other Indian territories.
Former Indian Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru decided that military intervention
is the only option for success.
The 36-hour military operation from December 18, 1961, codenamed "Operation
Vijay", which means " Operation Victory ", involved attacks by the Indian Navy,
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Indian Air Force and Indian Army.
"The War Memorial at Indian Naval Ship Gomantak was constructed in memory of
seven young gallant sailors and other personnel who laid down their lives on 19
Dec 1961 in the "Operation Vijay" undertaken by the Indian Navy for the liberation
of Anjadip Island and Territories of Goa, Daman and Diu,".
Goa Liberation Day has many events and celebrations held in Goa, although this
celebration is expected to be cancelled due to the pandemic.
The torchlight procession was lit from three different locations in the state, and
finally, all gatherings were held in Azad Maidan. This is where a tribute to those
who lost their lives in the acquisition of Goa.
India also held various cultural programs such as SugamSangeet (Indian music and
Kannada poetry) to commemorate the occasion.

ASSOCHAM Foundation Week 2020 is observed on December
ASSOCHAM (Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India)
Foundation Week 2020 is observed from December 15, 2020, to December 19,
2020.
ASSOCHAM:
The Association Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India (ASSOCHAM) is
one of the highest trade associations in India.
It was established in 1920.
This organization represents the interests of Indian trade and commerce and acts as
an interface between issues and initiatives.
The goal of the organization is to promote domestic and international trade.

Shaheedi Diwas of Guru Tegh Bahadur was on 19 December
The tribute was paid to Guru Tegh Bahadur (Guru Tegh Bahadur) on December 19
on the ocassion of Shahidi Divas. Guru Tegh Bahadur was the ninth master, born in
1621. He was the ninth of ten Gurus who founded the Sikh religion
Guru Tegh Bahadur:
Guru Tegh Bahadur was born in Tyaga Mal. The name Guru Tegh Bahadur was
given to him by Guru Hargobind. Tegh Bahadur was taught by Bhai Buddha, he
trained his archery and horsemanship, and Bhai Gurdas taught him ancient classics.
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While in Bakala, Guru Tegh Bahadur spent about 26 years, 9 months and 13 days
in this place. In 1675, Guru Tegh Bahadur was executed in Delhi under the order of
the Mughal Emperor Aurangzeb. He offered many hymns to his Guru Granth
Sahib, including Salok or couplets. His works include 116 shabads and 15 ragas.
His works are included in Adi Granth. His son Guru Gobind Singh was the last
Sikh guru, turning this community into a military contest against Mugal forces.
Guru Tegh Bahadur was traveled extensively to preach the teachings of Nanak.

World Arabic Language is on 18 December
Every December 18th is World Arabic Language Day. The day is to celebrate the
multilingual and cultural diversity of the United Nations. The development of realtime translation tools through artificial intelligence (AI) can promote dialogue
between people and culture.
Highlights:
The celebration of the day was held at the UNESCO headquarters in Paris, France.
The theme of World Arabic Language Day 2020 is Arabic Language Academies:
Necessity of Luxury?
On this day, several round table discussions were held to discuss the role of AI in
promoting and preserving the Arabic language
Discussions on issues related to the computerization of Arabic was held.
The celebration was organized in cooperation with the Permanent Mission of Saudi
Arabia and the Sultan Bin Abdul Aziz Saudi Foundation.
Arabic is widely used in the world. Language is the backbone of human cultural
diversity. More than 290 million people use it every day. Arabic language day is
celebrated since 2012.
This date coincides with the date when the United Nations General Assembly
(UNGA) adopted Arabic as the sixth official language of the organization in 1973.

National Mathematics Day is observed on 22 December
The National Math Day is celebrated December 22 to commemorate the birthday
anniversary of Srinivasa Ramanujan. Ramanujan is remembered for his
contributions to number theory, mathematical analysis, infinite series and
continuous fractions. This year is his 132nd birthday.
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Srinivasa Ramanujan:
Ramanujan was born on December 22, 1887 in the Erode area of Tamil Nadu. In a
short life (he died on April 26, 1920 at the age of 32), Ramanujan possessed a
wealth of ideas that changed and reshaped mathematics in the 20th century. He has
not received any formal training in pure mathematics, and has contributed to
number theory, infinite series and mathematical analysis. His ideas continue to
shape mathematics in the 21st century. He also discovered his own theorems and
independently
compiled
up
to
3900
mathematical
results
and
equations.Ramanujan's Prime and Theta discoveries inspired further research on the
subject of mathematics. He is also known for the Hardy-Ramanujan number
"1729", which is the smallest number that can be expressed in two different ways as
the sum of two different cubes. He and the British mathematician G.H. Hardy
History:
In 2012, the Federal Government, headed by the then Prime Minister, Dr.
Manmohan Singh, declared December 22nd as "National Mathematical Day" to
celebrate the 125th birthday of Srinivasa Ramanujan. The government also
announced that 2012 will be the "National Year of Mathematics."

International Human Solidarity Day is on 20 December
The United Nations General Assembly celebrates the 2020 International Day of
Human Unity on December 20 each year. Unity is considered to be one of the
basic values of international relations in the Millennium Declaration in the 21st
century.
Highlights:
Unity is considered to be one of the basic values of international relations in the
Millennium Declaration. In this case, those who suffer or benefit the least should
get help from those who benefit the most.
With the increasing challenges of globalization and inequality, building
international solidarity has become important. Therefore, the United Nations
General Assembly proclaimed December 20 as International Human Solidarity
Day.
The General Assembly passed Resolution 60/209 on December 22, 2005, which
regarded unity as one of the basic and universal values of the 21st century.
Therefore, every December 20th is declared as International Human Solidarity Day.
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The concept of solidarity was promoted through the establishment of the World
Foundation for the Elimination of Poverty and the announcement of the
International Day of Human Solidarity.
The creation of the United Nations and peoples of the world to promote peace,
human rights, and social and economic development. The organization is based on
unity and harmony among its members.
The concept of collective security expresses this. It relies on its members to unite
as one to "maintain international peace and security."

Kisan Diwas is observed on 23 December
Kisan Diwas (Divas) or National Farmer's Day or Kisan Samman Divas is observed
in India on 23 December. The day is observed to mark the birthday of Chaudhary
Charan Singh, the fifth Prime Minister of the Indian Republic.
Aim:
The aim is to promote awareness among the citizens to understand the importance
of the contributions of the farmers to the society. Agriculture is the backbone for
India's economic development, as more than 40% of the total employment in India
is employed in the Agricultural sector.
Chaudhary Charan Singh:
Charan Singh was born in 1902 at Noorpur in Meerut district, Uttar Pradesh.
Charan Singh served as the Prime Minister of India from 28 July 1979 to 14
January 1980. Chaudhary Charan Singh has done various deeds to enhance the
scenario of Indian agriculture. His contribution to the agricultural sector introduced
several reforms and policies in India. Charan Singh's farmer background assisted
him to comprehend the actual constraints of the farmer and he contributed a lot to
support them. He also attributed to invent and execute the Zamindari Abolition Act.
He died on 29 May 1987.

National Consumer Rights Day is celebrated on 24 December
Every December 24th, India celebrates National Consumer Rights Day. Celebrate
World Consumer Rights Day on March 15. India celebrates National Consumer
Day to protect the interests of consumers. This year, celebrate the National
Consumer Rights Day with the following Theme: Sustainable Consumer
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Highlights:
The National Consumer Rights Day was celebrated on December 24, which was
the "Consumer Protection Law" promulgated on this day in 1986.
The Consumer Law recognizes the six rights of consumers. They are the right to
choose, remedy, hearing, education, protection, and information.
The right to protection is the right to be protected so as not to market goods and
services that endanger life and property.
The right to know has been informed about the quality, quantity, potency, purity,
commodity prices, and standards.
The right of hearing means that the opinions of consumers should be listened to
and that the rights and interests of consumers should be given due consideration
under appropriate conditions.
The right to remedy is seeking remedies for unfair trade practices and exploitation.
According to the bill, quick and simple remedies for consumers will be established
at the regional, state, and central levels.
The right to know is the right to know the competitive prices of goods and
services.
The Central Consumer Protection Bureau was established in accordance with the
Consumer Protection Law. It was established under the Consumer Protection Act of
2019.
This agency has the power to investigate matters related to violations of consumer
rights. It will mainly ensure that the goods and services provided comply with the
regulations of the Food Safety and Standards Agency of India.
It has the right to withdraw services that are unsafe, dangerous and dangerous to
consumers, by ordering the return of the price of goods or services, and suspending
unfair practices.
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AGREEMENTS MOU
A Virtual Summit Between India and Bangladesh
The Prime Minister of India & Bangladesh held a virtual summit. The two sides
conducted comprehensive discussions on all aspects of bilateral relations and
exchanged views on regional and international issues.
MoUs and agreements were signed on:
Cooperation in the field of Hydrocarbon Sector.
India Grant Assistance for Implementing High-Impact Community development
projects through Local Bodies and other Public Sector Institutions.
Protocol on Transboundary Elephant Conservation
Provide equipment and improve garbage/solid waste disposal Ground at Lamchori
area of Barishal City Corporation.
Cooperation in the field of Agriculture
MoU between the National Museum, New Delhi, India and the Father of the
Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman Memorial Museum, Dhaka,
Bangladesh
Terms of reference of the Bangladesh - India CEO's Forum

World Bank Signs $500 Million Project to Develop Green NH Corridors
The Government of India (GoI) and the World Bank signed a $500 million project
is to build safe and green national highway corridors in the states of Rajasthan,
Himachal Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh and Andhra Pradesh. The project aims to enhance
the capacity of the Ministry of Road Transport and Highways (MoRTH) in
mainstreaming safety and green technologies.
Highlights:
As per the projcet agreement, the Green National Highways Corridors Project will
support MoRTH to construct 783 km of highways in various geographies by
integrating safe and green technology designs such as local and industrial
byproducts, marginal materials, and other bioengineering solutions.
The project will help reduce GHG emissions in the construction and maintenance
of highways.
The objective of transport infrastructure is to provide seamless connectivity and
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reduce logistics costs.
The Government of India has launched many investment programs in road sector
infrastructure to strengthen and improve logistics performance.
The project will support analytics to map the freight volume and movement pattern
on the National Highway network, provide innovative logistics solutions and
identify constraints.
The selected stretches in the states of Uttar Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, Rajasthan
and Himachal Pradesh will also help improve connectivity and promote economic
development.

Indian Army signs MoU with Bank of Baroda for new Baroda Military Salary
Package
Indian Army and Bank of Baroda signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) for Baroda Military Salary Package. The MoU was signed by Lt Gen
Ravin Khosla, DG(MP&PS) and Shri Vikramaditya Singh Khichi, Executive
Director, Bank of Baroda. The MoU lays down the basis on which banking services
would be provided by Bank of Baroda to serving and retired personnel of Indian
Army.
Highlights:
Services under Baroda Military Salary Package will be offered to serving and
retired personnel of Indian Army through the Bank's network of over 8,200
domestic branches and around 20,000 business correspondent touchpoints.
The package will offer very attractive benefits including free Personal Accidental
Insurance cover, Permanent Total Disability cover, Partial disability Cover and Air
Accident Insurance Cover of sizeable amounts, and Higher Education Cover and
Girl Child Marriage Cover on death in case of serving personnel.
Other offers under the package will include unlimited free ATM transactions at all
bank ATMs, waivers or concessions on various service charges in retail loans, free
remittance facility through RTGS/NEFT, free Demand Draft/Banker's Cheque,
substantial discount in locker rentals, and various additional benefits in usage of
Cards.

Memorandum of Agreement signed Aquifer Mapping & Management
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The Central Ground Water Board (CGWB), the Ministry of Jal Shakti and the
Council of Scientific and Industrial ResearchNational Geophysical Research
Institute, recently signed a Memorandum of Agreement (MoA) to use advanced
heliborne geophysical survey (via helicopter) and other Scientific studies under the
Aquifer Mapping Programs.
Highlights:
Geophysical data is used to provide information about the physical properties of
the earth's surface and underground. As a result, geophysical data can help locate
hydrocarbons, minerals, aggregates and other natural resources. For example
groundwater mapping, mineral mapping
Objectives of the study:
- High-resolution aquifer mapping using heliborne geophysical research (including
determining the location of artificial replenishment).
- The main advantages of the Heliborne geophysical survey are that it is fast, dataintensive, accurate and economical.
- Create 3D geophysical models, horizontal and vertical plain geophysical maps.
- Aquifer Geometry of principal aquifer with the demarcation of de-saturated and
saturated aquifers.
- Rocks that store groundwater is called aquifers. They are usually composed of
gravel, sand, sandstone or limestone.
- The spatial and depth distribution of the ancient channel network (if any) and its
connection with the aquifer system.
- A palaeochannel or an ancient channel is a remnant of an inactive river or stream
channel filled or buried by younger sediments
- Choose suitable locations for groundwater extraction and water conservation
through artificial or managed aquifer recharge.
- The study is likely to generate groundwater data in a short period of time, and
improve groundwater levels in water-scarce areas by formulating site-specific plans
to help groundwater management.
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INDEX / LIST
WHO Released Global Health Estimates
World Health Organization (WHO) released the 2019 Global Health Estimates.
According to the report, non-communicable diseases currently account for 7 of the
top 10 causes of death in the world, an increase from 4 of the 10 leading causes of
death in 2000.
Highlights:
The new data covers the period from 2000 to 2019.
Heart disease:
(1) In the past 20 years, it has been the leading cause of death worldwide;
(2) It now accounts for 16% of total deaths from all causes;
(3) The number of deaths from heart disease increased by more than two million
since 2000 to nearly 9 million in 2019
Diabetes and dementia are also among the top 10 causes of death in the world.
HIV/AIDS dropped from the 8th leading cause of death in 2000 to the 19th in
2019.
Tuberculosis is no longer in the top 20 in the world. It has dropped from 7th place
in 2000 to 13th in 2019, and the number of deaths worldwide has decreased by
30%.
In 2019, people will live more than 6 years longer than in 2000. In 2019, the global
average life expectancy was more than 73 years, compared with 67 years in 2000.
There has been a global decline in deaths from communicable diseases, which,
however, still remain a major challenge in low- and middle-income countries.
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QUIZ CORNER
1) E20 fuel is a mixture of 20% _________.
A.Ethanol and gasoline
B.Methanol and gasoline
C.Ethanol and Water
D.Methanol and Water

Answer A
Explanation E20 fuel is a mixture of 20% ethanol and gasoline. It is proposed to use E20 as a
vehicle fuel to reduce vehicle emissions and the countrys oil import costs. Ethanol is a biofuel, a
common by-product of biomass left by agricultural raw materials

2) Ethanol is a biofuel, a common by-product of biomass left by _________.
A.animal waste
B.agricultural raw materials
C.animal waste and agricultural raw materials
D.None

Answer B
Explanation E20 fuel is a mixture of 20% ethanol and gasoline. It is proposed to use E20 as a
vehicle fuel to reduce vehicle emissions and the countrys oil import costs. Ethanol is a biofuel, a
common by-product of biomass left by agricultural raw materials (such as corn, sugar cane,
hemp, potatoes, etc.

3) IND-INDO CORPAT is being carried out between the navies of _________.
A.India and Bhutan
B.India and Indonesia
C.India and Bangladesh
D.India and Myanmar

Answer B
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Explanation The 35thedition of the India-Indonesia Coordinated Patrol (IND-INDO CORPAT).
IND-INDO CORPAT is being carried out between the navies of India and Indonesia.

4) The Indian Navy Ship (INS) Kulish is _________ missile corvette.
A.China's
B.Japan's
C.indigenous
D.Russia's

Answer C
Explanation CORPAT establishes understanding and interoperability between navies and
promotes measures to prevent and stop Illegal Unreported Unregulated (IUU) fishing, drug
trafficking, maritime terrorism, armed robbery and piracy. The Indian Navy Ship (INS) Kulish
and the P8I Maritime Patrol Aircraft (MPA) participated in the CORPAT. INS Kulish is an
indigenous missile corvette.

5) Indias Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV) is the _________ launch
vehicle.
A.first-generation
B.second-generation
C.third-generation
D.fourth-generation

Answer C
Explanation Indias Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV) is the third-generation launch vehicle.
PSLV is the first launch vehicle equipped with liquid levels. The first successful launch of PSLV
was in October 1994. PSLV is used for the two most important missions. They are
Chandrayaan-1 in 2008 and Mars orbiter Spacecraft in 2013.

6) The first successful launch of PSLV was in _________.
A.October 1991
B.October 1992
C.October 1993
D.October 1994
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Answer D
Explanation Indias Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV) is the third-generation launch vehicle.
PSLV is the first launch vehicle equipped with liquid levels. The first successful launch of PSLV
was in October 1994. PSLV is used for the two most important missions. They are
Chandrayaan-1 in 2008 and Mars orbiter Spacecraft in 2013. Geosynchronous Satellite Launch
Vehicle (GSLV) Mark II and GSLV MkIII are two other launch vehicles.

7) C-band is the name of a portion of the Electromagnetic Spectrum in the
microwave range in the frequency range of _____________________________
A.4.0 to 6.0 gigahertz (GHz)
B.4.0 to 7.0 gigahertz (GHz)
C.5.0 to 8.0 gigahertz (GHz)
D.4.0 to 8.0 gigahertz (GHz)

Answer D
Explanation CMS-01 is a Communications satellite designed to provide services in extended CBand Frequency Spectrum.C-band is the name of a portion of the Electromagnetic Spectrum in
the microwave range in the frequency range of 4.0 to 8.0 gigahertz (GHz).Its coverage will
include the Indian mainland as well as the Andaman and Nicobar Islands and the Lakshadweep
islands

8) The _________ participated in the CORPAT.
A.INS Kulish and the P6I Maritime Patrol Aircraft (MPA)
B.INS Kulish and the P7I Maritime Patrol Aircraft (MPA)
C.INS Kulish and the P8I Maritime Patrol Aircraft (MPA)
D.None

Answer C
Explanation CORPAT establishes understanding and interoperability between navies and
promotes measures to prevent and stop Illegal Unreported Unregulated (IUU) fishing, drug
trafficking, maritime terrorism, armed robbery and piracy. The Indian Navy Ship (INS) Kulish
and the P8I Maritime Patrol Aircraft (MPA) participated in the CORPAT. INS Kulish is an
indigenous missile corvette.

9) The establishment of the Coalition is the result of the efforts of __________.
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A.India
B.UNDRR
C.Both A and B
D.None of the above

Answer B
Explanation CDRI brings together developed and developing countries to establish synergies to
achieve the goal of disaster-resistant infrastructure.The World Bank and the Green Climate Fund
(GCF) expressed support for CDRI and pledged to work closely with their secretariat in
Delhi.The establishment of the Coalition is the result of the efforts of India and UNDRR.Other
founding members of CDRI: Australia ,Bhutan ,Fiji,Indonesia , Italy , Japan , Maldives , Mexico ,
Mongolia , Rwanda , Sri Lanka , The UK

10) Which among the following is/are not a founding members of Coalition for
Disaster Resilient Infrastructure ?
A.Australia
B.Italy
C.Japan
D.None of the above

Answer D
Explanation CDRI brings together developed and developing countries to establish synergies to
achieve the goal of disaster-resistant infrastructure.The World Bank and the Green Climate Fund
(GCF) expressed support for CDRI and pledged to work closely with their secretariat in
Delhi.The establishment of the Coalition is the result of the efforts of India and UNDRR.Other
founding members of CDRI: Australia, Bhutan, Fiji, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Maldives, Mexico,
Mongolia, Rwanda, Sri Lanka, The UK

11) Which among the following is/are founding members of Coalition for
Disaster Resilient Infrastructure?
A.Sri Lanka
B.Mexico
C.Mongolia
D.All the above
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Answer D
Explanation CDRI brings together developed and developing countries to establish synergies to
achieve the goal of disaster-resistant infrastructure.The World Bank and the Green Climate Fund
(GCF) expressed support for CDRI and pledged to work closely with their secretariat in
Delhi.The establishment of the Coalition is the result of the efforts of India and UNDRR.Other
founding members of CDRI: Australia, Bhutan, Fiji, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Maldives, Mexico,
Mongolia, Rwanda, Sri Lanka, The UK

12) Every year 19th December is observed as ___________.
A.Goa Liberation Day
B.Pondicherry Liberation Day
C.Both A and B
D.None

Answer A
Explanation Every year 19th December is observed as Goa Liberation Day in India and it marks
the day the Indian armed forces freed Goa in 1961 following 450 years of Portuguese rule.

13) Indian armed forces freed Goa in ________ following 450 years of
Portuguese rule.
A.1960
B.1950
C.1961
D.1951

Answer C
Explanation Every year 19th December is observed as Goa Liberation Day in India and it marks
the day the Indian armed forces freed Goa in 1961 following 450 years of Portuguese rule.

14) Indian armed forces freed Goa in 1961 following ________ years of
Portuguese rule.
A.4800
B.450
C.470
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D.4100

Answer B
Explanation Every year 19th December is observed as Goa Liberation Day in India and it marks
the day the Indian armed forces freed Goa in 1961 following 450 years of Portuguese rule.

15) Goa's Liberation Day is on ________.
A.17 December
B.19 December
C.18 December
D.16 December

Answer B
Explanation Every year 19th December is observed as Goa Liberation Day in India and it marks
the day the Indian armed forces freed Goa in 1961 following 450 years of Portuguese rule.

16) The Golden Triangle is the place where the borders of __________, Laos &
Myanmar meet at the confluence of the Ruak and Mekong rivers.
A.Nepal
B.Bangladesh
C.Bhutan
D.Thailand

Answer D
Explanation The Golden Triangle is the place where the borders of Thailand, Laos & Myanmar
meet at the confluence of the Ruak and Mekong rivers.

17) The lifetime of the CMS - 01 satellite is expected to exceed more than
__________.
A.7 years
B.6 years
C.5 years
D.8 years
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Answer A
Explanation CMS-01 is a Communications satellite designed to provide services in extended CBand Frequency Spectrum.C-band is the name of a portion of the Electromagnetic Spectrum in
the microwave range in the frequency range of 4.0 to 8.0 gigahertz (GHz).Its coverage will
include the Indian mainland as well as the Andaman and Nicobar Islands and the Lakshadweep
islands The lifetime of the CMS - 01 satellite is expected to exceed more than 7 years.

18) A _________ is one that stores electrical energy in an electric field. in an
electric field.
A.capacitor
B.Inductor
C.Both A and B
D.None

Answer A
Explanation A super capacitor is a high-capacity capacitor whose capacitance value is much
higher than other capacitors, but has a lower voltage limit, thus bridging the gap between the
electrolytic capacitor and the rechargeable battery. A capacitor is one that stores electrical energy
in an electric field. in an electric field.

19) In which month ASSOCHAM Foundation Week 2020 is celebrated?
A.December
B.November
C.August
D.September

Answer A
Explanation ASSOCHAM (Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India)
Foundation Week 2020 is observed from December 15, 2020 to December 19, 2020. The
Association Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India (ASSOCHAM) is one of the highest
trade associations in India.

20) ASSOCHAM (Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India)
Foundation Week 2020 is observed from ___________.
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A.December 12, 2020 to December 17, 2020
B.December 15, 2020 to December 19, 2020
C.December 14, 2020 to December 20, 2020
D.December 11, 2020 to December 18, 2020

Answer B
Explanation ASSOCHAM (Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India)
Foundation Week 2020 is observed from December 15, 2020 to December 19, 2020. The
Association Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India (ASSOCHAM) is one of the highest
trade associations in India.

21) ASSOCHAM was established in __________.
A.1900
B.1910
C.1920
D.1930

Answer C
Explanation The Association Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India (ASSOCHAM) is
one of the highest trade associations in India.This organization represents the interests of Indian
trade and commerce and acts as an interface between issues and initiatives.The goal of the
organization is to promote domestic and international trade.It was established in 1920.

22) Shaheedi Diwas of Guru Tegh Bahadur was on __________.
A.15 December
B.25 December
C.21 December
D.19 December

Answer D
Explanation Shaheedi Diwas of Guru Tegh Bahadur was on 19 December. The tribute was paid
to Guru Tegh Bahadur (Guru Tegh Bahadur) on December 19 (ie

23) Guru Tegh Bahadur was born in __________.
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A.Tyaga Mal
B.Ajnala
C.Baba Bakala
D.None of the above

Answer A
Explanation Guru Tegh Bahadur was born in Tyaga Mal. The name Guru Tegh Bahadur was
given to him by Guru Hargobind. Tegh Bahadur was taught by Bhai Buddha, he trained his
archery and horsemanship, and Bhai Gurdas taught him ancient classics. While in Bakala, Guru
Tegh Bahadur spent about 26 years, 9 months and 13 days in this place.

24) Guru Tegh Bahadur was __________ Sikh guru
A.10th
B.9th
C.8th
D.7th

Answer B
Explanation The tribute was paid to Guru Tegh Bahadur (Guru Tegh Bahadur) on December 19
(ie

25) Pandit Deendayal Upadhyay Telecom Skill Excellence Awards was
established in __________.
A.2010
B.2012
C.2015
D.2017

Answer D
Explanation The Union Minister awarded the Pandit Deendayal Upadhyay Telecom Skills
Excellence Awards. The award was established by the Ministry of Telecommunications in 2017
to stimulate the telecom skills ecosystem.

26) Pandit Deendayal Upadhyay Telecom Skill Excellence Awards was
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established by the _____________________________
A.Ministry of Shipping
B.Ministry of Telecommunications
C.Ministry of Science and Technology
D.None of the above

Answer B
Explanation The Union Minister awarded the Pandit Deendayal Upadhyay Telecom Skills
Excellence Awards. The award was established by the Ministry of Telecommunications in 2017
to stimulate the telecom skills ecosystem.

27) Who won the 2nd prize in Pandit Deendayal Upadhyay Telecom Skill
Excellence Award ?
A.Sreenivas Karanam
B.Subrat Kar
C.Sreenivas Kar
D.None of the above

Answer B
Explanation Subrat Kar, New Delhi, was selected as the SECOND Award for its innovative
solutions in developing and deploying large-scale sensor networks and equipment to avoid
collisions between trains and animals. Wildlife protection.The system in the trial phase was
installed in Rajaji National Park in Uttarakhand to prevent elephants from colliding with train
elephants.

28) Who won the first prize in Pandit Deendayal Upadhyay Telecom Skill
Excellence Award?
A.Sreenivas Karanam
B.Subrat Kar
C.Sreenivas Kar
D.None of the above

Answer A
Explanation Sreenivas Karanam of Bangalore won first place for its contribution to the
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development of a cost-effective customized technology solution under the

29) The first India International Science Festival (IISF) was held in
___________.
A.2013
B.2015
C.2014
D.2011

Answer B
Explanation IISF is a festival to celebrate India's scientific and technological achievements with
students, innovators, craftsmen, farmers, scientists and technical experts from India and
abroad.The purpose is to allow the public to interact with science, celebrate the joy of science,
and show how science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) can provide us with
solutions to improve the quality of life. The first IISF was held in 2015.

30) The Khelo India Programme is a national yojana/scheme for the
development of sports in India, launched in __________.
A.2020
B.2015
C.2010
D.2018

Answer D
Explanation The Ministry of Sports included Gatka, Kalaripayattu, Thang-Ta and Mallakhamba
in Khelo India Youth Games 2021. The Khelo India Programme is a national yojana/scheme for
the development of sports in India, launched in 2018. The Khelo Indian Games 2021 is scheduled
to be held in Haryana.

31) World Arabic Language is on ___________.
A.18 December
B.19 December
C.20 December
D.21 December
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Answer A
Explanation Every December 18th is World Arabic Language Day. The day is to celebrate the
multilingual and cultural diversity of the United Nations. The development of real-time
translation tools through artificial intelligence (AI) can promote dialogue between people and
culture.

32) United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) adopted Arabic as the sixth
official language of the organization in __________.
A.1973
B.1974
C.1975
D.1976

Answer A
Explanation Arabic is widely used in the world. Language is the backbone of human cultural
diversity. More than 290 million people use it every day. Arabic language day is celebrated since
2012.This date coincides with the date when the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA)
adopted Arabic as the sixth official language of the organization in 1973.The theme of World
Arabic Language Day 2020 is Arabic Language Academies: Necessity of Luxury?

33) National Mathematics Day is observed on ___________.
A.21 December
B.22 December
C.23 December
D.24 December

Answer B
Explanation The National Math Day is celebrated on 22 December to commemorate the birthday
anniversary of Srinivasa Ramanujan. Ramanujan is remembered for his contributions to number
theory, mathematical analysis, infinite series and continuous fractions. This year is his 132nd
birthday.

34) The government also announced that the year _________ will be the
A.2010
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B.2011
C.2012
D.2013

Answer C
Explanation In 2012, the Federal Government, headed by the then Prime Minister, Dr.
Manmohan Singh, declared December 22nd as

35) International Human Solidarity Day is on _________.
A.20 December
B.21 December
C.22 December
D.23 December

Answer A
Explanation The United Nations General Assembly celebrates the 2020 International Day of
Human Unity on December 20 each year. Unity is considered to be one of the basic values of
international relations in the Millennium Declaration in the 21st century.

36) Jal Shakti Abhiyan II: Catch the Rain Awareness Generation Campaign
will be held from ____________.
A.December 2020 to March 2021
B.December 2020 to May 2021
C.December 2020 to April 2021
D.December 2020 to June 2021

Answer A
Explanation Jal Shakti Abhiyan II: Catch the Rain Awareness Generation Campaign launched to
promote rainwater harvesting.Highlights:The National Water Mission launched a publicity
campaign

37) The National Water Mission launched the campaign in cooperation with
Nehru Yuva Kendra Sangathan (NYKS) under the ____________.
A.Ministry of Commerce and Industry
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B.Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports
C.Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution
D.Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers

Answer B
Explanation The National Water Mission launched a publicity campaign

38) UDAN Scheme is a part of the ____________.
A.Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports
B.Nehru Yuva Kendra Sangathan
C.National Civil Aviation Policy
D.None of the above

Answer C
Explanation UDAN Scheme:The scheme is a part of the National Civil Aviation Policy (NCAP)
and is jointly funded by the Government of India and State Governments. The following are its
main functions:The duration of the scheme is 10 years.Airlines participating in UDAN are
selected through a competitive bidding process

39) The duration of the UDAN scheme is ___________ years.
A.8
B.9
C.10
D.11

Answer C
Explanation UDAN Scheme:The scheme is a part of the National Civil Aviation Policy (NCAP)
and is jointly funded by the Government of India and State Governments. The following are its
main functions:The duration of the UDAN scheme is 10 years.Airlines participating in UDAN
are selected through a competitive bidding process

40) The first Conference of Samvad-I was held in ___________.
A.Bodh Gaya
B.Tamilnadu
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C.Andhra Pradesh
D.Kerala

Answer A
Explanation The Samvad Conference revolved around the need to build the future of Asia under
the positive influence of traditions of non-violence and democracy in Asia.The first Conference
of Samvad-I was held in Bodh Gaya, New Delhi in 2015.During Samvad I, famous scholars,
religious leaders, academics and politicians exchanged views on conflict avoidance and
environmental awareness.In this edition, Mr. Modi proposes to establish a library of traditional
Buddhist literature and scriptures, adding that India is happy to provide hosting for the facility
and provide it with appropriate resources.

41) The first Conference of Samvad-I was held in Bodh Gaya, New Delhi in
_________.
A.2012
B.2013
C.2014
D.2015

Answer D
Explanation The Samvad Conference revolved around the need to build the future of Asia under
the positive influence of traditions of non-violence and democracy in Asia.The first Conference
of Samvad-I was held in Bodh Gaya, New Delhi in 2015.During Samvad I, famous scholars,
religious leaders, academics and politicians exchanged views on conflict avoidance and
environmental awareness.In this edition, Mr. Modi proposes to establish a library of traditional
Buddhist literature and scriptures, adding that India is happy to provide hosting for the facility
and provide it with appropriate resources.

42) India-Vietnam signed a memorandum of understanding in ___________.
A.atomic energy
B.petroleum
C.clean energy
D.all the above

Answer D
Explanation The prime ministers of the two countries expressed satisfaction with the successful
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implementation of the High-Speed Guard Boat (HSGB) Manufacturing Project for Vietnam
Border Guard Command under the US$100 million Defence Line of Credit extended by the
Government of India to Vietnam, and the handing over of completed HSGB to Vietnam, the
launch of HSGBs manufactured in India and the keel laying of HSGBs manufactured in
Vietnam.Both the countries signed a memorandum of understanding in defense industry
cooperation, UN peacekeeping, atomic energy, petroleum, clean energy and health.

43) India suspends all flights to and from the UK due to ___________.
A.the spread of the new strain of coronavirus
B.Weather Uncertainity
C.Both A and B
D.None

Answer A
Explanation Considering the emerging Covid-19 situation in the UK, GOI decided to suspend all
flights to and from the UK until December 31, 2020.This restriction does not apply to
international all-cargo operations and flights specifically approved by the Directorate General of
Civil Aviation (DGCA).Airlines operating flights to India from other countries shall not board
any passenger travelling from UK to India and shall ensure that no passenger coming from UK is
boarded in a flight for any destination in India either directly or indirectly.

44) Dhokra art originated in ____________.
A.Kerala
B.West Bengal
C.Rajasthan
D.Orissa

Answer B
Explanation Dhokra artworks are basically metal figurines mainly made of bronze and
copper.Although Dhokra art originated in West Bengal, over time, the tribe moved to Jharkhand,
West Bengal, Orissa and Chhattisgarh, as well as Kerala and Rajasthan. Therefore, art now
spreads all over India.

45) Dhokra artworks are basically metal figurines mainly made of
________________________
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A.Iron
B.bronze
C.copper
D.both C and D

Answer D
Explanation Dhokra products reflect the simplicity and themes of tribal and folk life.They are
very popular both in India and abroad.Dhokra artworks are basically metal figurines mainly made
of bronze and copper.Although Dhokra art originated in West Bengal, over time, the tribe moved
to Jharkhand, West Bengal, Orissa and Chhattisgarh, as well as Kerala and Rajasthan. Therefore,
art now spreads all over India.

46) The first exercise between Pakistan and the People's Liberation Army was
held in Pakistan in ___________.
A.2011
B.2010
C.2009
D.2008

Answer A
Explanation The

47) The first exercise between the Pakistan and the People's Liberation Army
was held in ____________.
A.China
B.Pakistan
C.Russia
D.India

Answer B
Explanation The

48) CoWIN Launched by Ministry of ___________.
A.Health and Family Welfare
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B.Electronics and Information Technology
C.Both A and B
D.None of the above

Answer C
Explanation CoWIN is a Grand Challenge to strengthen the COVID Vaccine Intelligence
Network (CoWIN) system. CoWIN is a digital platform that can be used to effectively promote
and expand the mechanism of the COVID vaccine distribution system nationwide.It was launched
by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (MoHFW) and the Ministry of Electronics and
Information Technology (MeitY).The challenge invites talented innovative startups and emerging
technology experts to participate in order to expand the CoWIN platform.

49) CoWIN is a ___________ to strengthen the COVID Vaccine Intelligence
Network system.
A.Medicine
B.Vaccine
C.Grand Challenge
D.None

Answer C
Explanation CoWIN is a Grand Challenge to strengthen the COVID Vaccine Intelligence
Network (CoWIN) system. CoWIN is a digital platform that can be used to effectively promote
and expand the mechanism of the COVID vaccine distribution system nationwide.It was launched
by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (MoHFW) and the Ministry of Electronics and
Information Technology (MeitY).

50) India is the worlds ___________ largest fish producer
A.2nd
B.1st
C.4th
D.3rd

Answer A
Explanation India is the worlds second largest fish producer, accounting for 7.56% of global
production, contributing about 1.24% to Indias Gross Value Added (GVA), and contributing
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more than 7.28% to agricultural GVA.Fish is also an affordable and rich source of animal protein,
and is an important choice for alleviating hunger and nutritional deficiencies.

51) Pradhan Mantri Matsya Sampada Yojana is related to ___________.
A.Fisheries
B.Agriculture
C.LPG
D.Education

Answer A
Explanation Pradhan Mantri Matsya Sampada Yojana (PMMSY): This is a umbrella scheme for
the fisheries sector, aiming to achieve the Blue Revolution through the sustainable development
of the sector.Kisan Credit Cards to Animal Husbandry Farmers and Fisheries: Almost 45,000
Kisan Credit Cards have been issued to fishermen and fish farmers.

52) International Science Literature Festival VIGYANIKA organized to mark
the birth anniversary of _____________
A.BRAHMAGUPTA
B.SRINIVASA RAMANUJAN
C.C.R. RAO
D.SATYENDRA NATH BOSE

Answer B
Explanation International Science Literature Festival VIGYANIKA organized to mark the birth
anniversary of Srinivasa Ramanujan.The purpose of this event is to bring science and literature to
the public, and to demonstrate the use of various aspects of science communication to promote
self-reliance and global welfare strategies.

53) Theme of International Science Literature Festival VIGYANIKA 2020 is
____________
A.Science Communication
B.Science Literature-Network Science
C.Society
D.All the above
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Answer D
Explanation International Science Literature Festival VIGYANIKA organized to mark the birth
anniversary of Srinivasa Ramanujan.The purpose of this event is to bring science and literature to
the public, and to demonstrate the use of various aspects of science communication to promote
self-reliance and global welfare strategies.It takes "Science Communication and Science
Literature-Network Science and Society" as its theme.

54) VIGYANIKA is organized by ___________.
A.CSIR- National Institute of Science Communication and Information Resources (CSIRNISCAIR)
B.Ministry of Earth Sciences (MOES)
C.Vijnana Bharati (VIBHA)
D.All the above

Answer D
Explanation VIGYANIKA is an International Science and Literature Festival organized under
the Indian International Science Festival.VIGYANIKA is jointly organized by the CSIRNational Institute of Science Communication and Information Resources (CSIR-NISCAIR), the
Ministry of Earth Sciences (MOES) and Vijnana Bharati (VIBHA) to commemorate the birthday
of the outstanding Indian mathematician Srinivasa Ramanujan.

55) Post Matric Scholarship to Students Belonging to Scheduled Castes is
applicable to the students whose parents' annual income does not exceed
A.Rs. 1.5 lakh
B.Rs. 2 lakh.
C.Rs. 2.5 lakh
D.Rs. 3.5 lakh

Answer A
Explanation Post Matric Scholarship to Students Belonging to Scheduled Castes is applicable to
the students whose parents' annual income does not exceed Rs. 2.5 lakh.

56) WHO Released Global Health Estimates, The new data covers the period
from _________________
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A.2000 to 2019
B.2000 to 2020
C.1999 to 2019
D.2010 to 2020

Answer A
Explanation World Health Organization (WHO) released the 2019 Global Health Estimates
According to the report, non-communicable diseases currently account for 7 of the top 10 causes
of death in the world, an increase from 4 of the 10 leading causes of death in 2000.The new data
covers the period from 2000 to 2019.

57) HIV/AIDS dropped from the 8th leading cause of death in 2000 to the
_____________ in 2019.
A.16th
B.17th
C.18th
D.19th

Answer D
Explanation Diabetes and dementia are also among the top 10 causes of death in the
world.HIV/AIDS dropped from the 8th leading cause of death in 2000 to the 19th in
2019.Tuberculosis is no longer in the top 20 in the world. It has dropped from 7th place in 2000
to 13th in 2019, and the number of deaths worldwide has decreased by 30%.

58) Great India Bustard (GIB) is one of the most critically threatened species
in India, with fewer than _________ birds left in the wild.
A.200
B.250
C.150
D.100

Answer C
Explanation Great India Bustard (GIB) is one of the most critically threatened species in India,
with fewer than 150 birds left in the wild.Listed as "Critically Endangered" in the "IUCN Red
List".A report from the Ministry of Environment in 2019 pointed out that power lines, especially
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high-voltage transmission lines with multiple overhead lines, are the most important current
threat to GIB in the Thar region and are causing unsustainably high mortality in about 15% of
their population.

59) Great India Bustard (GIB) is Listed as __________ in the IUCN Red List.
A.Critically Endangered
B.Endangered
C.Vulnerable
D.Near threatened

Answer A
Explanation Great India Bustard (GIB) is one of the most critically threatened species in India,
with fewer than 150 birds left in the wild.Listed as

60) In the past ten years, the hot spots in India affected by drought are
____________________________
A.Ahmednagar
B.Bijapur
C.Chikkaballapur
D.All the above

Answer D
Explanation In the past ten years, the hot spots in India affected by drought are Ahmednagar,
Aurangabad (both Maharashtra), Anantapur, Chittoor (both Andhra Pradesh), Bagalkot, Bijapur,
Chikkaballapur, Gulbarga and Hassan (all Karnataka).The study also found a shift in the pattern
of extreme climate events, such as flood-prone areas becoming drought-prone and vice-versa, in
over 40% of Indian districts.

61) Tribal Cooperative Marketing Development Federation of India
(TRIFED) was established in _____________
A.1988
B.1989
C.1987
D.1986
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Answer C
Explanation According to the Multi-State Cooperative Societies Act of 1984, the Tribal
Cooperative Marketing Development Federation of India (TRIFED) was established in 1987.
This institution contributes to the social and economic development of the nations tribal people. It
is administered by the Ministry of Tribal Affairs.

62) Vadodara Municipal Corporation (VMC) is expected to launch municipal
bonds in ____________.
A.April 2021
B.March 2021
C.May 2021
D.January 2021

Answer D
Explanation Vadodara Municipal Corporation (VMC) is expected to launch municipal bonds in
January 2021. Municipal bonds are a debt instrument in which investors provide loans to local
governments.

63) ______ is the first city in South Asia to issue a municipal bond of Rs 1
billion in 1998.
A.Kolkata
B.Bijapur
C.Ahmedabad
D.None of the above

Answer C
Explanation Ahmedabad is the first city in South Asia to issue a municipal bond of Rs 1 billion
in 1998.The Surat Municipal Corporation is the second city in Gujarat to announce the issuance
of bonds in 2018Municipal bonds are a debt instrument in which investors provide loans to local
governments.
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